OVERVIEW PARKING
PRODUCTS

ADDRESS
ADRES PARKEERGARAGE
Flight Forum 565, Eindhoven

ROUTE
ROUTE DESCRIPTION:
Turn off the A2 onto the Anthony Fokkerweg.
At the T-junction (just before the viaduct), turn
left onto the parallel road (Flight Forum).
Continue following the parallel road (to the left),
and you will find the car park on your left
(location Flight Forum 565/Valid). The maximum
clearance height is 2 meters.
De maximum doorrijhoogte is 2.00 meter

OPEN
OPENING TIMES
The car park is accessible to the public 24 hours
per day, 7 days per week.

TARIFFS
The tariffs are as follows:
€ 1.10 per 30 min
€ 11.00 from the 7th to 12th hour
€ 25.00 from the 12th to 24th hour
Subsequently € 25.00 per day
It is only possible to pay by card (pin) in the
garage.
Het is alleen mogelijk cashless (pin) te betalen in
de garage.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
ABONNEMENTEN
Regular users of the car park are able to take out
a parking subscription. This subscription is valid
24/7. The minimum duration of a subscription
is six months. The costs of a subscription are as
follows (prices as of 2020):
Annual cost per subscription
Cost per subscription card

€ 1,500*
€ 9.95*

*these tariffs are excluding VAT

POOL
POOL SUBSCRIPTIONS
Flight Forum offers the opportunity to use a pool
subscription (also possible in combination with
a company account). With a pool subscription,
the contract holder takes out, for example, ten
subscriptions with twenty cards. This gives the
contract holder the chance to use the subscriptions in a more flexible way, as twenty different
users will be able to make use of ten parking
spaces. Should these ten spaces be full, the
eleventh car will be admitted to the car park
based on the applicable short-term parking tariffs.
These charges will be invoiced afterwards based
on the report generated from the parking system.
The costs of a subscription are:
Annual cost per subscription
€ 1.500*
Cost per subscription card
€ 9.95*
One-time charge for setting up pool € 500.00*
*these tariffs are excluding VAT
Charges will be invoiced per month, based on
actual use. The report from the parking management system is leading in this.
PARKING CHARGES
Applicable short-term parking tariff based on
generated transaction.
ADMINISTRATION COSTS
€ 9.95 for an invoice amount of less than
€ 250.00 per period.
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COMPANY
COMPANY ACCOUNT
Your company can choose to flexibly use a
chosen number of subscriptions in its own pool.
Both employees and visitors can park using this
pool through making a reservation using a
company account. The company account is
managed via a web application. This reservation
means that the visitor has access to the car
park for a certain period of time based on the
previously entered license plate.
Should the account be combined with pool
subscriptions, it is also possible to use the
available parking spaces flexibly within the pool.
For example, through using the pool to allocating
parking spaces to visitors. It is therefore possible
to make optimal use of the pool subscription.
EXTRA CHARGES ON TOP OF SUBSCRIPTION
COSTS:
Set-up pool contract (one-time charge)
€ 500.00*
Company account (annual charges)
€ 225.00*
*these tariffs are excluding VAT

VALUE CARD
Your company can also order value cards. These
cards can be printed with various parking durations. We issue value cards for 2, 4 and 7-12
hours of parking.

ORDERING VALUE CARDS
To order value cards click HERE. Please fill out all
fields as completely as possible. You will receive
a confirmation to the email address you entered
in the form.
You should take into account a delivery time of
one working day. The cards are delivered to your
reception. A signature must be made for receipt.

STAMP
REIMBURSEMENT STAMP
A reimbursement stamp offers the opportunity to recode a parking ticket, with the aim of,
for example, covering a visitor’s parking costs.
The company can choose to completely cover
a visitor’s parking charges. Based on the actual
transaction, the costs will be charged afterwards.
A periodic invoice is generated from the parking
system report. The parking charges are invoiced
based on the applicable costs for short-term parking (€ 1.10 including 21% VAT per 30 minutes
or part thereof).
The delivery time of a reimbursement stamp is
4-6 weeks.
COSTS
Purchase of reimbursement stamp (with 4 buttons)
€ 1.950.00 excluding 21% VAT. The parking costs
are then, as previously described, charged basis
on the applicable short-term tariffs, for which the
report from the parking system is leading. Should
the invoice amount be less than € 250.00,
administration costs of € 9.95 excluding 21%
VAT will be charged.

A visitor then ‘pays’ for his parking ticket at the
ticket machine using a value card. It is possible,
for instance, to ‘pay’ for a parking duration of
3.75 hours using two two-hour cards. The value
card can only be used once. This means that
the remaining parking time loses its value after
using the card. A value card is valid for up to
six months from the date of delivery. Returns are
not possible.
COSTS
The value cards are, as already described, charged
based on the applicable short-term parking tariffs
(€ 1.10 including 21% VAT per 30 minutes or
part thereof). Should the invoice amount be less
than € 250.00 in total, administration costs of
€ 9.95 excluding 21% VAT will be charged.
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